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I was the researcher for this study. I have taught special education in my 
current district for four years; two years at seventh and eighth grade, and two years at 
fifth and sixth grade. Prior to my current placement, I was a long-term sub as a tenth 
grade special education teacher and an elementary special education teacher in two 
different districts. My undergraduate degree came from SUNY Geneseo in the areas 
of childhood education and special education. Having graduated under the old 
program, both certifications are provisional. Currently, I am pursuing a master's 
degree in childhood education. Once completed, my certifications become permanent. 
Procedures of Study 
To determine how effective guided reading is at accelerating reading abilities 
of sixth grade struggling readers, I utilized a case-model format. Data was collected 
through three means: Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA) scores, running records, 
and teacher joumaling. Students completed a DRA at the beginning and end of the 
study and running records bi-monthly. Teacher joumaling was done daily. Before the 
data collection period began, I reviewed each student's literacy folder, which 
contained a wealth of information from previous teachers. 
Instruments for Study 
One source of data was from DRA scores. The DRA was administered twice to 
each student, once at the beginning of the study, and once at the completion of the 
study. I administered the DRA to each student, so my role was participant. The DRA 
is a reading assessment used in our district. To begin, the student made predictions 
from the title and table of contents. Next, the student read aloud a portion of a text to 
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a teacher who kept track of correctly and incorrectly read words. The teacher 
calculated accuracy, self-correction rate, and error-rate. After the student read the 
portion aloud, he/she independently read the rest of the text. Upon completion, the 
student answered questions in a packet regarding the main idea, important 
information, a reflection, created a summary, and identified strategies he/she used 
while reading. The information was then scored using a rubric and the student was 
given a DRA reading level. 
A second source of data for my research was running records. Running 
records were completed bi-monthly. I completed the running records, so my role was 
participant. In my district, running records occurred in a one-to-one or small group 
setting. The student read aloud approximately one hundred words and the teacher 
kept track of words read correctly and words read incorrectly. In addition, incorrect 
words were recorded and analyzed later to determine the types of errors made. The 
teacher calculated accuracy, self-correction rate, and error-rate. After the read aloud 
section, the student continued to read a section of the text silently and then verbally 
answered ten comprehension questions. Based on the calculated information and 
comprehension score, a guided reading level is assigned to the student. 
A third source of data was from teacher joumaling. I added an entry each day 
to the composition notebook. I was the one doing the joumaling, so my role was 
participant. During that time, I noted any pertinent information from the guided 
reading session and focused on specific journal prompts. Journal prompts included: 
How was the instruction focused around the needs of the group? What behaviors did 
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the student(s) display during the running records? Did the students share any 
concerns or comments? For the complete list of journal prompts, see Appendix A. 
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Chapter Four: Results 
It is important to know if guided reading is effective at accelerating reading 
abilities of struggling readers. To do so, data was collected over a six month period of 
time. During this time, students completed an initial Developmental Reading 
Assessment in September. Students also completed thee running records, one each in 
September, December, and February. To complete data collection, students took a 
final DRA in February. Over the six month period, students were involved in a guided 
reading class that met every other day for 45 minutes. 
Initial Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) Results 
After students were in school approximately one week, each of the three 
participants individually completed the DRA. The three girls, whose names have been 
changed, all demonstrated similarities and differences on the assessment. 
Molly took the assessment and was instructional at a level 40, which equated 
to early-fourth grade. During the oral reading section, she used the strategy of re­
reading to self-correct her errors and confirm comprehension. She read 70 words per 
minute and had 98% accuracy, after only misreading three words. She had some 
expression and exhibited mostly appropriate pauses and phrases. Molly went back to 
her seat and wrote three questions she had about the text and three things she thought 
she would learn from the rest of the text. Although they were not very insightful, her 
answers were complete. Molly finished reading the text. The Amazing Octopus, and 
wrote a summary, answered literal comprehension questions, and wrote about her use 
of comprehension strategies while she read. When her answers were scored on a four-
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point rubric, she received mostly threes. Molly earned a total of 27 out of a possible 
40 points, putting her in the instructional range. 
After Molly was complete, Enmia completed the DRA. She too took the 
assessment and was instructional at level 40. During the oral reading section, she did 
not consistently use any one strategy to self-correct her miscues. Emma read 143 
words per minute and had 99% accuracy, after only misreading one word. Emma read 
with appropriate expression and phrasing. Emma went back to her seat and wrote 
three questions she had about the text and three things she thought she would learn 
from the rest of the text. The questions and predictions were complete. Emma 
finished reading the text. The Amazing Octopus, and wrote a summary, answered 
literal comprehension questions, and wrote about her use of comprehension strategies 
while she read. When her answers were scored on a four-point rubric, she received 
one one, three twos, and two threes. Emma earned a total of 29 out of a possible 40 
points, putting her in the instructional range. 
Nichole took the DRA and was also instructional at level 40. During the oral 
reading section, she used the strategy of re-reading to self-correct her miscues. Emma 
read 99 words per minute and had 98% accuracy, only misreading four words. 
Nichole read with some expression and phrasing. She went back to her seat and wrote 
three questions she had about the text and three things she thought she would learn 
from the rest of the text. The questions and predictions were adequate and complete. 
Nichole finished reading the text. The Amazing Octopus, and wrote a summary, 
answered literal comprehension questions, and wrote about her use of comprehension 
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strategies while she read. When her answers were scored on a four-point rubric, she 
received two twos and four threes. Nichole earned a total of 25 out of a possible 40 
points, putting her in the instructional range. 
Running Record Results and Guided Reading Instruction 
Soon after the DRA was administered and scored, Molly, Emma, and Nichole 
individually completed a running record. Running record levels were selected based 
upon the previous year's outgoing data complete by the fifth grade teachers. Molly 
read a book called Hoofed Animals, a Fountas and Pinnell level R, which equated to 
mid-fourth grade. On the running record, Molly had nine errors and only two self-
corrections. When she read aloud, she had appropriate expression and phrasing. On 
the comprehension section, Molly orally answered eight and a half questions correctly 
out of ten. She struggled with questions that asked her to make an inference and a 
critical response about the text. After the running record was scored, Molly was found 
to be instructional at level R. 
Emma read a book called Bears, a level Q, which equated to mid-fovirth grade. 
On the running record, Emma had two errors and four self-corrections. She used re­
reading as her dominant self-correction strategy. When she read aloud, she had 
adequate expression and phrasing. On the comprehension section, Emma orally 
answered eight questions out of ten correctly. She struggled with questions that asked 
her to make an inference and a critical response about the text. When the running 
record was scored, Molly was found to be instructional at level Q. 
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Nichole read a book called The Titanic, a level P, which equated to early-
fourth grade. On the running record, Nichole had four errors and three self-
corrections. She used word chunking as the dominant strategy to determine unknown 
words and make self-corrections. When she read aloud, expression and phrasing were 
missing because she was so focused on reading the correct words. On the 
comprehension section, Nichole orally answered eight questions out of ten correctly. 
She struggled with one question that asked her to make an inference about the text 
and one that asked her to pull details directly from the text. When the running record 
was scored, Nichole was found to be instructional at level P. 
The girls met as a guided reading group every-other-day for 45 minutes, along 
with three other students that were not part of the study. Instruction during guided 
reading class for October and November focused primarily on making connections 
with the text and making, confirming, and revising predictions. At the beginning of 
each guided reading session, students had a brief activity to activate their background 
knowledge of a text feature, such as table of contents, title page, index, glossary, etc. 
Students then received direct instruction on the chosen strategy for the text they were 
reading. Next, students read the text as a group and practiced applying the strategy. 
To conclude each session, each student talked about how the strategy helped deepen 
his/her comprehension of the text. 
At the beginning of December, I met individually with each participant to 
administer the second running record. Each student increased her reading ability by 
one level. After two months instruction, Molly improved to a level S, which was late-
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fourth grade. She had six errors and one self-correction. The errors she made did not 
interfere significantly with comprehension. After the read aloud portion, Molly 
finished the text independently and orally answered questions. She correctly 
answered eight out of ten questions. She had a difficult time when she needed to 
answer a question that required her to make an inference and have a critical response 
to the text. When the running record was scored, Molly was found to be instructional 
at level S. 
Emma completed a running record and improved to a level R, which was mid-
fourth grade. During the read aloud portion, Emma had one error and one self-
correction. Emma finished reading the text independently and orally answered 
questions. She correctly answered eight questions out of ten. She had a difficult time 
when she was asked to answer a question that required her to make an inference and 
have a critical response to the text. When the running record was scored and 
analyzed, Emma was found to be instructional at level R. 
Nichole completed a running record and improved to a level Q, which was 
mid-fourth grade. During the read aloud portion, she had five errors and no self-
corrections. She relied on using chunking to determine unknown words. She 
struggled with the words that she read incorrectly and tried repeatedly to sound them 
out. Nichole completed the text independently and orally answered questions. She 
correctly answered eight questions out of ten. She had a difficult time when she was 
asked to answer a question that required her to make an inference and a question that 
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asked her to recall a text-based detail. When the running record was scored and 
analyzed, she was found to be instructional at level Q. 
Throughout December and January, instruction in the guided reading group 
focused on two informational text comprehension strategies: determining important 
information and summarizing. Sessions began with a quick activity to activate 
background knowledge of the material being studied. Students were working with 
factual information, and seemed to be much more interested in reading the texts than 
previously. Students were anxious to share something they remembered about the 
topic, or a new fact they learned. Then, students reviewed the two strategies and how 
they needed to be applied. As students read, they highlighted or underlined 
information that was important based upon previously determined characteristics. 
After reading a section, students used the information highlighted or underlined to 
create an oral summary. At first, students worked together to create summaries. After 
some practice, they were able to adequately summarize short sections by themselves. 
To wrap up the guided reading session, students talked about how determining 
important information and summarizing helped them better comprehend the text. 
At the beginning of February, I met with each student individually to 
administer the third and final running record. Molly read a book called. Amazing 
Animal Adaptations, a level S, which equated to late-fourth grade. She had five errors 
and three self-corrections. Although Molly was able to read the text, she had a 
difficult time answering the comprehension questions. When asked if she understood 
the book, she replied that she did, but that she was confused what adaptations meant. 
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Although this information was told to her before she began the book and again in the 
book, it still caused confusion. When the running record was analyzed, Molly was 
found to be instructional at a level S. 
Emma completed a running record also with Amazing Animal Adaptations, a 
level S that equated to late-fourth grade. She had three errors and self-corrections. 
The errors made did not interfere with comprehension. Emma used a self-correction 
strategy of asking herself if what she just read made sense. When it did not, she re­
read and self-corrected her errors. Emma was able to answer the comprehension 
questions adequately. When the running record was scored and analyzed, she was 
found to be instructional at level S. 
Nichole read a fictional text called The Election, a level R that equated to mid-
fourth grade. While reading, she read three words incorrectly and was able to self-
correct four errors. When asked comprehension questions, she answered all correctly. 
Because of her accuracy and ability to answer all questions correctly, she scored in 
the independent range for level R. When getting a running record level for students, I 
continue to administer assessments until the student scores in the instructional range. 
Next, she read Could be Worse, which was a level S. Nichole had five errors and 
three self-corrections. When asked to recall pertinent information from the text, she 
was able to do so adequately. She struggled to make inferences about why characters 
in the text did certain things. When the running record was scored and analyzed, 
Nichole was instructional at a level S. 
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Final Developmental Reading Assessment Results 
At the end of February, I met individually with each participant to complete 
the final DRA. Molly read, Mike Fink: King of the Keelboatmen. It was a fictional 
text at a level 60, which equated to early-sixth grade. During the oral reading 
selection, Molly had five errors. At times she was reading too fast and not processing 
the print. Rather than reading what was printed, she read a word visually similar. 
Molly had six self-corrections. She used re-reading and self-monitoring to make the 
corrections. She read 70 words per minute with 98% accuracy. Molly read with some 
expression that conveyed meaning but generally shorter than appropriate phrases. 
Next, Molly went back to her seat and individually wrote questions she had about the 
text and made predictions about what would happen next. She came up with good 
questions and predictions. Molly finished reading the text independently and provided 
written responses to questions after she was completed. She had some difficulty 
determining the most important information from each section in the text. She had an 
accurate interpretation of the story. Molly wrote that she used the comprehension 
strategy of making connections to better understand the text and was able to give two 
concrete examples of how she used the strategy. Molly's answers were scored on a 
four point rubric. She earned three twos and three threes. Out of a possible 40 points, 
Molly earned 23 points, which put her in the instructional range of a level 60. 
For her DRA, Emma read. One Brave Heart: Triathlete RudyGarcia-Tolson. 
This was a biography written at a level 60, which equated to early-sixth grade. Emma 
had five errors and three self-corrections. While reading, her primary strategy used 
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was asking herself if what she read made sense. If it did not, she went back and re­
read. She read at a rate of 92 words per minute and had 99% accuracy. Emma had 
good expression and phrasing. When she was finished with the read aloud section, 
she went to her seat and wrote three adequate predictions and three adequate 
questions she had about the text so far. Emma completed reading the text 
independently. She struggled with finding the most important details of each section. 
However, she was able to write an acceptable summary. She demonstrated a partial 
understanding of the text in her responses. She was able to provide two examples of 
the comprehension strategies she used, which were questioning and visualizing. Each 
response was scored out of four points. Emma earned mostly twos. Out of a possible 
40 points, she earned a total of 23 putting her in the instructional range of level 60. 
To complete her DRA, Nichole read Lights! Camera! Action!. This was a 
fictional text at a level 50, which equated to early-fifth grade. Nichole had three errors 
and three self-corrections. She used chunking words into syllables to try and 
determine unknown words. Nichole read at a rate of 76 words per minute and had 
99% accuracy. She read with some expression that demonstrated meaning but broke 
the text into phrases generally shorter than necessary. Nichole was able to come up 
with adequate questions she had about the text and predictions of what would happen. 
She went to her seat and completed reading the text independently. She was able to 
write a partial summary of the important events in the story. She used details from the 
text to support her answer to a literal question and she had an accurate understanding 
of important text implications. When the questions were scored out of four points, she 
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earned two twos and four threes. Out of a possible 40 points, Nichole earned 25, 
putting her in the instructional range of level 50. 
All students showed growth over the course of the study. Molly began the 
year with a reading level of R and completed the study with a level S. Emma began 
the year reading at a level Q and completed the study at a level S. Nichole began the 
year with a reading level of P and at the time the study ended was reading at a level 
R. Molly began with a DRA level of 40 and ended with a level 60. Emma began with 
a level 40 and also fmished with a level 60. Nichole began with a level 40 and ended 
with a level 50. 
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Chapter Five; Conclusions and Recommendations 
Discussion 
Throughout the study, participants received guided reading instruction every 
other day for 45 minutes. Bi-monthly, each student completed a running record to 
determine how her reading skills had progressed. Additionally, students completed a 
Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) at the beginning of the school year and at 
the completion of the study to measure progress. 
At the beginning of the school year, each participant was instructional on the 
DRA at a level 40, which equated to early-fourth grade. On the running record 
assessment in September, Molly was found to be instructional at level R, mid-fourth 
grade. Emma was found to be instructional at level Q, mid-fourth grade. Nichole was 
found to be instructional at R, early-fourth grade. 
Guided reading instruction in October and November focused on helping 
students make connections with the text and make, confirm, and revise predictions. 
Students were taught three different types of connections: text-to-self, text-to-text, 
and text-to-world. When a text-to-self connection was made, a student would make a 
deep connection between something in the text and something in his/her life. The 
connection would help the student have a better understanding of a situation or 
character in the text. A text-to-text connection occurred when a student connected 
something she was reading in the current text to a text that was previously read. This 
connection also helped her to have a deeper comprehension of the text. When a text-
to-world connection was made, the student connected something in the text to 
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something seen in the media (on TV, a movie, etc) or an event either happening now 
or that happened in history. As with the previous connections, this would allow the 
student to have a deeper understanding of an event in the text. 
Students were encouraged to make as many connections as they could while 
reading. However, the connections needed to be deep and meaningful. At the 
beginning of instruction, connections were superficial, such as, the character in the 
book has a brother, and so do I. Although this is an example of a text-to-self 
connection, not much insight can be gained. After instruction, students were able to 
make more meaningful connections, such as; the character has a younger brother in 
the text. I also have a younger brother who I try and protect. I bet the main character 
has strong feelings about what is happening to his younger brother. Students wrote t-
s, t-t, or t-w in the text where they had a connection and shared the information at the 
end of the paragraph or section. 
Prior to beginning a new text, students were taught to make predictions about 
what will happen. After they were comfortable with this, students were encouraged to 
make predictions while they read. After a prediction was made, it was either 
confirmed or revised. When the prediction was correct, it was confirmed. When 
something different happened, the prediction needed to be revised. Students were 
comfortable making, confirming, and revising predictions because it was a natural 
skill. They had always been saying what would happen next, now there was a name 
for it. 
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After the running records were administered and scored in December, each 
participant increased their reading ability one level, Molly to a level S, Emma to a 
level R, and Nichole to a level Q. All three students struggled with answering a 
question that required them to make an inference (take what they know plus what is 
the in the text to make an inference). Molly and Emma struggled to answer a critical 
response question and Nichole struggled to answer a text-based question. Although 
they were not asked questions that directly asked them to make a connection or 
prediction, each participant told me of a connection they made to the text. 
Guided reading instruction in December and January focused on reading and 
comprehending nonfiction texts. Specifically, students worked on determining 
important information and then using that information to create a summary of what 
they read. Instruction began with brainstorming text cues that allow the reader to 
know something important has been or will be read. Students came up with cues such 
as: bulleted or numbered list, bold or italicized words, and text in different colors. 
While reading, students used this list to determine what was important and either 
highlighted or underlined the text. All books used during guided reading sessions 
were consumables printed from www.readinga-z.com to allow students to work 
directly with the print. Often students had discussions about what information was 
important. At times, students would play the leader role. One student would read a 
paragraph and ask the rest of the group what should be highlighted. As instruction 
went on, students were able to highlight as they read rather than waiting until the end 
of the paragraph. 
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After only a few weeks, Molly and Nichole became proficient at determining 
what information was important. They needed little guidance to pick out the 
important things to highlight. Emma struggled with this skill. While reading, she 
wanted to highlight every word in every paragraph. Her thinking was that if the 
author wrote it, it was important. She received the same instruction as the group, as 
well as individual instruction while the group worked independently. Even after two 
months of instruction, she had a difficult time separating the important information 
from the non-important information. 
After a few sessions of strictly working with determining important 
information, students were taught to use what was important to create a summary. 
During the session that summarizing was introduced, students stopped after reading 
each paragraph and one student reread the highlighted text. As a group, that 
information was used to create a summary. After a few sessions, students began to 
summarize longer sections of text as a group. Eventually, students were working to 
summarize whole chapters. This was a difficult skill for Molly, Emma, and Nichole. 
All three participants worked diligently to come up with appropriate summaries, but 
had trouble working with longer pieces of text. 
When the running records were administered in February, Molly stayed at a 
level S, late-fourth grade. Emma increased one level to level S, late-fourth grade. 
Nichole increased two levels to level S, late-fourth grade. Students were not asked 
questions that specifically required them to determine important information or 
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summarize. However, to recall information, students were determining what was 
important as they read. 
On the DRA assessment, participants were asked to take notes of the most 
important information from each section. The three girls struggled with this skill. I 
believe that they had a hard time because they could not highlight or underline as they 
read because the books were not consumables. Instead they had to try and remember 
the information and then write it down. The three participants had trouble writing a 
strong sunmiary because they had a difficult time remembering the important 
information. When asked to describe one comprehension skill used while reading, 
Molly stated connections. She was able to give two text-to-self connections she made 
throughout the text. Emma wrote she used questioning and visualizing and was able 
to give general examples of each. Nichole noted that she used questioning and was 
able to provide one question she asked herself. Although Emma and Nichole did not 
specifically write they made connections, when asked if they made connections while 
they read, they all responded yes and were able to tell of the connection made. When 
the three participants were asked if it would have been helpful to highlight in the text, 
they responded that it would have made taking notes and summarizing much easier. 
Action Plan 
Now that data has been collected and analyzed, it will need to be shared with 
professionals in the district. First, I will need to meet with the elementary principal to 
go over the results. Because she is also the Director of Special Education, she has 
been very interested in the study. We will go over data, results of the assessments, 
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and analysis. I will recommend to her that to maximize the impact of guided reading 
on struggling readers, students should have guided reading sessions daily, rather than 
every other day. 
Next, data will be shared with the team of teacher I work with at our team 
meeting. All teachers on the team teach guided reading to students on an every other 
day schedule as was utilized in the study. I will share the results of the assessments 
and the analysis with the team. 
Finally, the study will be shared at a faculty meeting that will consist of fifth 
and sixth grade teachers, reading specialist, special education teacher, reading coach, 
and elementary principal. A brief overview of data collection will be presented, 
followed by a summary of assessments and results, and will conclude with analysis 
and future recommendations for accelerating the reading abilities of struggling 
readers. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
One limitation to the current study was that it only included three students. 
With a population, the results may have turned out differently. Another limitation was 
that the study involved only females. A final limitation was that the study was done in 
a small, rural school. There were no participants from urban or suburban settings. 
For individuals also interested in accelerating reading abilities for struggling 
readers, one future study could be to look at data results when students received 
guided reading every day rather than every other day. With increased intensity in 
instruction, reading abilities should be accelerated. 
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Conclusions 
To determine if guided reading instruction would accelerate reading growth 
for struggling readers, data was collected and analyzed from three, female, sixth 
grade, struggling readers. At the start of the school year, they completed a DRA and 
running record. Two moths later, they completed another running record. Two month 
following, they completed a fmal running record and another DRA. Throughout the 
sixth month period, the three participants received guided reading instruction every 
other day for 45 minutes in a group of six students. 
It was found that guided reading had a positive impact on the reading levels of 
the participants. Each participant increased her reading level by approximately half a 
year based upon running record data. Data from the DRA showed one participant 
increased her reading level by approximately one year and two participants increased 
their reading levels by approximately two years. The discrepancy between results 
from running records and the DRA come from how specific each assessment is. The 
running record breaks down each grade level into four levels, where there is only one 
level for each grade level on the DRA. Overall, guided reading is an appropriate 
instructional strategy to use to increase the reading level of struggling readers. 
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Appendix 1; Journal Prompts 
1. How was the instruction focused around the needs of the group? 
2. How did the students respond to the task(s) during the guided reading session? 
3. What behaviors did the student(s) display during the running records? 
4. What behaviors did the student(s) display during the DRA assessment? 
5. Did the students share any concerns or comments? 
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